
Shopify’s 2023 Commerce Trends Analysis

My Analysis of Shopify’s 2023
Commerce Trends Report
Shopify put together 61 pages of extensive ecommerce and retail research exploring macro
data, survey results, and case studies from across the Shopify ecosystem.

I read through it all, so you don’t have to, and I pulled out the most important takeaways you
need to know!

Overview
Change is Constant
I’ve been preaching this for a while, but change is the only constant in business,
entrepreneurship, and commerce. Every day there are new trends to tap into, new tools and
features being released into the market, and changing consumer expectations.

Businesses that have resilience built into their DNA, can move and iterate quickly, and aren’t
afraid to take risks are the ones that will thrive in 2023.

Changing Economic Environment
Commerce growth is slowing and leveling at 4-5% per year while business owners are battling
higher costs and inflation. Even if the recession is overblown, the possibility of a downturn
impacts how businesses spend, investors invest, and consumers shop.

Steep Competition
The rise of ecommerce during COVID created hundreds of brands in crowded categories (I
seriously think there are 1,000 coffee brands now), giving consumers an unprecedented amount
of choice. According to Shopify, more than 7 out of 10 consumers bought from the main
competitor of their go-to brand between May 2021 and May 2022. Brand loyalty is harder and
harder to create and maintain in this market.

If spending power decreases in 2023, consumers will start to shop around even more
aggressively for better deals. And while buyers like to say they care about the environmental,
social, and governance policies of the brands they shop from, ultimately, they’re putting their
money behind brands with product availability and reasonable prices.

Personalized Shopping Experiences
More and more, customers are shopping experiences. Suppose your brand has a
one-size-fits-all experience for your customers. In that case, you will lose out to the competition
that focuses on how they can segment their customers with zero and first-party data to create
more relevant, personalized experiences.
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Supply Chain Trends
60% of consumers expect same-, next-, or two-day delivery, and to compete; businesses need
to think about how to build more resilient supply chains to meet consumer demands. Especially
when product availability plays a significant factor in customers' brand loyalty and the decision
behind switching, having inventory on hand is more important than ever.

Consumer Expectations are Getting Higher
While costs and supply chain delays have increased, that hasn’t stopped consumer
expectations and demands from growing. Massive marketplaces like Amazon have set
unrealistic expectations for speedy delivery (I mean, I can literally get some products delivered
to my door in 2 hours) that even they are struggling to keep up with, let alone a small digitally
native Shopify brand.

Brands need to hyperfocus on their logistics infrastructure and practices to continually adapt to
the ever-changing ecommerce landscape and keep up with consumer expectations.

On the other hand, the supply chain crisis from 2019 to 2021 caused a lot of brands to place
massive orders expecting demand to stay, but now they’re sitting on a bunch of products that
arrived just as consumer spending started to fall.

Just-in-time (JIT) manufacturing has become the standard since Totoyla modeled it to cut down
on storage costs. Still, this model wasn’t developed with an interconnected and extremely
complex commercial world in mind.

It’s a fine balance between keeping enough inventory on hand to meet consumer demand and
not losing sales from out-of-stock products while not tying up too much cash and taking on
additional storage costs from too much inventory.

Brands Pivot to Meet Consumer Demands and Adapting Now Will Provide
Brands with a Competitive Advantage
Brands are shifting to future-proof their logistics networks in four main ways.

1) Holding more Inventory
While it ties up cash, more available stock makes it easier to meet customer demand.
Over-order, though, and you’re at risk of sitting on inventory you can’t sell. Strong demand
forecasting is essential and is becoming more realistic post-COVID as there aren’t as many wild
swings in consumer demand and behavior.

2) Diversify Product Sources
Being reliant on a single supplier for anything is a recipe for disaster in 2023. The world’s
leading brands focus on building shock absorbers into their supply chain by diversifying their
product sourcing. They’re also looking closer to home for their supply chain needs as the rising
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cost of transportation from overseas is cutting into the cost advantage of buying abroad. Brands
are also leveraging local supply chains as a selling point to customers.

3) Minimize Return Rates
8-10% of customers return in-store orders, but they return over 20-30% of their online
purchases! Brands need to try and minimize the number of returns they receive. Fewer returns
mean:

● Less money spent on shipping
● Happier customers and better reviews
● Less pollution
● Easier inventory management
● And more

Brands can help customers be more confident in their purchases, decreasing returns and
increasing on-site conversion rates with detailed product descriptions, relevant customer
reviews, high-quality product photography, size guides, virtual try-on methods, live streams, and
more.

4) Digitize Supply Chains
Many companies lack visibility into the deeper tiers of their supply networks, causing
unexpected disruptions that could’ve been anticipated and accounted for. According to
McKinsey, early adopters of AI-enabled supply chain management can improve logistics costs
by 15%, inventory levels by 35%, and service levels by 65% compared to competitors.

How Shopify Can Help
Digitize your Supply Chain with Shopify APIs and Automation
Integrating your inventory management system with Shopify gives you a real-time view of your
stock.

Turn Shipping into a Revenue Generator
Shopify Shipping is an excellent option for some brands to tap into competitive rates from
top-tier carriers and embedded insurance on every eligible label.

Outsource your Supply Chain with a 3PL
Shopify Fulfillment Network (SFN) is a software-based solution that offers fast, reliable delivery
to help you scale your business and automatically positions your products closest to your
buyers leveraging national fulfillment data. Shop Promise also communicates expected delivery
times to customers across your online store, increasing conversion rate and reducing customer
service tickets.
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Money Trends
The war in Ukraine has contributed to surging oil and gasoline prices, impacting the cost and
time associated with transporting packages across the world, specifically in countries like China,
The Netherlands, Germany, and Italy, which import staple products from the region.

The pandemic's inflated growth and the free-money environment caused most businesses to
overinvest in hiring at record-high compensation prices. However, today’s rising costs combined
with higher interest rates are squeezing businesses and forcing them to cut down on expenses
through significant layoffs and other means.

Companies expecting an infusion of capital in 2023 will have to accept a new reality where
valuations are significantly lower. Companies that don’t need to raise will focus on controlling
burn for the next two to three years until the fundraising environment is more business-friendly.

As a brand, you’re almost certainly going to need to raise your prices, but make sure to
communicate clearly with your customers why and emphasize the value they’re still receiving.
Some tips and tricks you can use:

● Introduce new products at a higher price point instead of increasing current prices.
● Email and text your customers that prices are increasing, but they can lock in the current

prices by joining a subscription!

Brands and Consumers are Feeling Inflation
Profit margins continue to shrink as companies deal with the double whammy of rising prices
and shoppers cutting back on spending - both the amount they spend and the frequency.

Consumers are becoming increasingly price-conscious. Over 40% of shoppers switched to
lower-priced, private-label brands at grocery stores in 2022.

Investors are raising their investment standards, constraining cash flow for the roughly 73% of
brands that planned to rely on external investors in 2023.

Recognizing Your Company Will Need to Continue to Adapt Around
Economic Uncertainty is the Only Certainty
Commerce is constantly changing, and if you’re set or stuck in your ways, you’re in for a rude
awakening as the winning brands will continuously be innovating and pushing the needle
forward.

Customer Loyalty and Retention Have Never Been More Important
One thing brands can always count on is their repeat customers. The probability of a sale jumps
from 5-20% for a new customer to 60-70% for a returning one!
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It’s important not to let your impending price increases impact brand loyalty. If you have to raise
prices, communicate early and often with your customers. You’ll be shocked at how
understanding they are if you are transparent about it.

Companies that have genuine customer loyalty and brand equity are the ones that are
flourishing post-pandemic.

Boost Cash Flow and Customer Satisfaction Simultaneously
Brands are strategizing unique ways to keep cash flow strong while keeping their customers
happy via four main ways.

1) Price Strategically
Almost 90% of consumers will pay more for a product from trusted brands, so investing in your
customer and brand experience before price increases is essential. Others are using this to
stand out from the crowd by “freezing” their prices to help consumers cope with inflation. It’s a
great tactic to send positive signals to existing customers while attracting new ones. If you’re
thinking about doing this, make sure you can absorb the cost of inflation on behalf of your
customers.

Avoid hiking the price of shipping. Free shipping leads to higher conversion rates, increased
purchasing frequency, and AOV. If you have to raise prices, look elsewhere. Here are the stats:

● People order about 2.5 items with free shipping, compared to less than two items with
paid shipping.

● People spend over $3 more on the median average item with free shipping than paid
shipping.

● People buy over $22 more on the median order with free shipping than with paid
shipping.

2) Discount Strategically
Brands can reward their loyal customers with discounts. Still, it’s important not to damage your
brand reputation or get your customers into a habit of “just waiting for the next deal” versus
buying a full-priced item.

You can experiment with discounted product bundles as personalized recommendations that
can help move certain hard-to-move SKUs but also protect the pricing power of your SKUs while
offering existing customers a unique way to shop from you.

You don’t have to just discount either. Test pay-now-buy-later promotions leveraging store credit
or coupons in the following ways:

● Get a $25 gift card for $20
● Get a $25 gift card with every purchase over $150
● Get a $25 store credit redeemable within 30 days for every purchase over $100
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These are just a few examples of how you can incentivize an immediate purchase while setting
the customer up to come back later and buy again.

3) Subscriptions and Memberships
Your most loyal customers want to shop from you in unique ways. They crave exclusive access,
limited edition products, and unique features and benefits only available to them. Subscriptions
and memberships are a great way to extract more LTV out of these customers while also
making them feel special.

Subscriptions also offer brands more economic stability in terms of sales and appeal to external
investors.

Memberships are the new kid on the block and promise the feeling of exclusivity found in online
communities. If you launch a membership program, you must justify the cost associated with it
by including features such as front-of-the-line access to products and events, exclusive content,
and other perks.

Lululemon expects 80% of its customers to sign up for membership within the next five years!
The paid membership gives you unlimited access to live-streamed coaching sessions with
world-class instructors, invitations to experiential store classes, plus extra discounts at stores
and partner studios.

4) Reduce Overhead Costs
The economic downturn has spotlighted brands' overhead costs, forcing companies to make
hard decisions regarding inefficiencies, processes, and team members that don’t serve their
brand mission and financial bottom line. Brands are finding efficiencies by focusing on workflows
and processes that can be automated to reduce the risk of error and free up human resources.

How Shopify Can Help
Get Flexible Business Funding to Unlock your Adaptability
Shopify Capital can give you a predictable and fixed cost of funding based on your Shopify
financials.

Offer “Buy Now, Pay Later.”
Especially for higher-priced items and in a period of economic uncertainty where consumers are
watching their spending more closely than ever, offering alternative payment options like BNPL
can make or break a sale.

Marketing Trends
Advertising continues to get more difficult and expensive for brands through two compounding
factors:

● Increased competition
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● Decreased ability to target

Brands are turning towards referral marketing, new advertising channels beyond Meta, brand
partnerships, influencer collaborations, direct mail, and even retail activations and pop-up shops
to try and acquire new customers.

Consumer Privacy Improves at the Expense of ROAS
In 2021 the number of online stores doubled compared to 2020. Increased competition leads to
an increase in customer acquisition costs. Then in October 2021, the rollout of iOS14 and other
privacy measures made the tools brands relied on, like Meta, less dependable regarding
targeting. These two factors combined have caused a race to the bottom for ROAS.

Third-party cookies are on their way out, with Apple and Mozilla already sunsetting them and
Google set to follow in 2024. The results are going to be brutal and industry agnostic. When
Apple released its privacy update, advertisers lost 30% accuracy on targeting overnight.

In Comes First-Party and Zero-Party Data
As third-party cookies phase out, the challenge for brands is finding new ways to replace this
data to help create unique and personalized customer experiences. That’s where first and
zero-party data comes in:

● First-party data: Personal info, purchase history, subscription status, discounts used,
on-site browsing data, loyalty program data, and more—any information you can glean
from a customer interacting with and purchasing from your site.

● Zero-party data: Data that is explicitly given to you by customers via surveys,
questionnaires, pop-ups, quizzes, customer profiles, and more.

This data helps significantly in retaining your customers. It allows brands to segment and
personalize their experience to make it more relevant. But it still doesn’t address the big
question. How do brands find these new customers in the first place?

Finding New Customers through Collabs
Brands are finding a lot of success aligning with other brands with similar audiences they want
to reach and cross-promoting one another. After all, the biggest challenge from the privacy
updates that are facing brands is how to find net new customers that would be interested in its
products. Historically, a brand could target 35 to 44-year-old women with children who shop at
X, Y, and Z stores and have X, Y, and Z interests. After the privacy updates, it’s almost
impossible to target new customers at this level of granularity.

That’s where partnerships with other similar companies can come in. If you share similar
audience demographics and interests and/or your products are complementary, you’re
essentially hacking your way to the same level of targeting you used to have on platforms like
Meta.
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There are four main ways brands are bringing collaborations to life in 2023!

1) Collaborate with Other Brands
The buzz around a collab creates awareness and allows brands to tap into new markets and
customer bases. It can also help shift the image of a brand.

2) Work with Creators
Influencer recommendations are important, but content that customers create packs even more
punch – User-generated content is 8.7 times more impactful than influencer content and seen
as three times more authentic than brand-created content and six times more authentic than
official influencer content.

3) Rethink Loyalty Programs
Just throwing up a loyalty program isn’t enough, and brand loyalty takes the biggest hit during
an economic downturn. Read about loyalty programs and why you need to rethink them in my
10-Part Retention Marketing Framework Guide - part 7!

How Shopify Can Help
Reach more Buyers Through Influencers
Leverage a free tool like “Shopify Collabs” that helps brands recruit, collaborate, and manage
creators.

Get your Ads in Front of People who are More Likely to Buy
Leverage Shopify Audiences to get merchant-powered custom audience lists for your digital
ads. Audiences currently support ad campaigns across Meta and Google ad networks. The best
part? Running your business on Shopify means Shopify Audiences can accurately attribute and
measure conversions from your audience lists.

Ecommerce Trends
Despite slowing growth, ecommerce will still make up one in every five retail sales in 2023.
According to a survey of 900 Shopify merchants, these are the top five customer acquisition,
and retention strategies brands are using to drive growth:

● Using social channels more for marketing and promotions
● Offering more premium products and services
● Using ecommerce marketplaces more
● Offering more payment methods (like Apple Pay)
● Using customer data for better targeting, customer segmentation, and personalization

Online Shopping Growth Steadies
Ecommerce growth skyrocketed 24% in 2020 and 18% in 2021 compared to the previous year,
but 2022 fell 2%. It’s now expected to stabilize around 12-14% growth from 2023 to 2025.

https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0623/0894/2018/files/The_Ultimate_10-Part_DTC_Retention_Program.pdf?v=1662664525
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0623/0894/2018/files/The_Ultimate_10-Part_DTC_Retention_Program.pdf?v=1662664525
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Social Media is Taking Over Commerce
95% of working-age internet users visit social media platforms. If you use the internet, you use
social media. And Gen-Z now uses social media platforms like TikTok to research and for
discovery instead of platforms like Google.

Social networks are now the second most popular method global consumers use to search for
products to purchase.

The Metaverse
The metaverse market is expected to reach $678.8B in 2030 revenue versus only $38.85B in
2021!!!

Leveraging the New Interactive Digital Landscape
There are two main ways brands can leverage recent innovations in the space.

1) Chat with Consumers in Real Time
Leverage a solution like Gorgias to create proactive chat campaigns to engage customers on
your website better and increase conversions.

2) Streamline Social Commerce with Integrations
Buy now buttons and shoppable videos lower barriers to conversion from social platforms to
your ecommerce website.

How Shopify Can Help
Sell on the Most Popular Social Platforms
With native integrations to Facebook, Instagram, TikTok, Pinterest, and Youtube Shopping, you
can provide a seamless shopping experience for your customers no matter where they are.

Retail Trends
Employee turnover is at a record high, and human resources is one of the largest pain points for
brands. But, as more and more customers are getting back out into retail stores after the
pandemic, the competition for having the best in-store experience is increasing while customers
expect that the brands they love and shop from online will have an integrated commerce
experience no matter where they’re transacting.

Brands should consider increasing the attractiveness of their retail positions by turning towards
alternative compensation models.

https://gorgias.grsm.io/brandon
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Consumers' Retail Expectations are Changing
Half of Gen-Z shoppers even favor in-store shopping, and consumers expect better and better
in-person experiences when they venture out to shop in person.

And physical and digital retail are no longer separate business lanes. Physical retail has a
positive effect on online channels. Online and offline are effectively one continuous experience,
and consumers expect that experience to be integrated and easy for them. Businesses need to
convert to a setup where their POS and ecommerce system are integrated seamlessly.

Stores are More than just Sales Channels
Brands can give customers hands-on guidance to using products and services, host in-person
events and panels, build community, and so much more with a physical store.

Consumers are demanding enhanced experiential value in their shopping experience. The
Great Resignation of 2021 continued into 2022 and is making brands rethink how they need to
pay, train, and offer growth opportunities to in-store employees.

There are four main ways brands are creating a standout retail store in 2023.

1) Design Magnetic In-store Experiences
There are experiences that can only be created in retail. Touch, smell - all five senses can be
engaged in a way that isn’t possible digitally. Take advantage of the in-person opportunity! Here
are a few ideas:

● Use your store as a “third space” – where people can regularly go outside of the home
and work – to boost foot traffic. Think coffee shops, a playground, art galleries, etc.

● Offer a showroom experience with a portable point of sale to minimize inventory
overhead and still be able to convert high-intent customers on the spot.

● Chance your store’s layout and theme seasonally or on some sort of semi-regular
cadence to give customer’s a reason to come back.

2) Harness the Power of Tech
Here are some of the hottest tech advances in retail:

● Autonomous, cashier-less shopping.
● High-tech, low-touch stores where customers research online and pick up in-store

products.
● Buy online, pick up or return in-store.
● Immersive experiences using augmented reality.

3) Attract and Retain a Team to Deliver Exceptional Customer Experiences
Customer service can truly make or break the retail experience. Brands need to focus on job
flexibility, good pay, and competitive benefits to attract and retain the best talent.
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One exciting area brands are investing in is learning incentives – a perk that benefits the
employer, employee, and customer. Providing career advancement is a must.

4) Customer Service Beyond the Cash Register
Training staff to be able to service customers with messaging apps, virtual shopping
appointments, and home deliveries helps keep them more engaged and better integrates
customers' in-store and online experiences.

How Shopify Can Help
Deliver a World-Class Customer Experience Through Shopify POS
Empower your in-person team with customer profile information, inventory tracking, and
payment processing capabilities no matter where they are with Shopify POS Go. Customers
expect an integrated online and retail experience.

Enhance the Discoverability of your Retail Store
Shopping locally is a priority for consumers, with searches for items “near me” tripling in volume
in the past two years. With Shopify’s Google Local Inventory integration, you can get discovered
more easily by shoppers nearby.

In-person Selling is Made Possible Anywhere
Apple tap to pay is included in the Shopify POS app and can accept contactless credit or debit
cards and all digital wallets without payment hardware.

Wrapping Up
Whether in person or online, customers expect a better, more integrated experience that
reduces friction and highlights a brand's unique value proposition.

Brands need to be omnichannel in 2023, reaching their customers where they are and on their
terms.


